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President’s Letter
Martin Wall

“May the Approaching Spring Bring you Light and Growth.”
can fund a particular project that will give tangible value to BSCAH's gift.
By contrast with the dreary dormant
days of February the new ESH board are
developing into a creative and hardworking team. The various committees are
engaged in diverse projects including:
°

Supporting holders of the Euro-

pean Certificate of Hypnosis and promoting its value to potential applicants.
°

To include a free online sub-

scription to our Journal Contemporary
Hypnosis & Integrative Therapy.
Dear Colleagues,

°

A protocol is being developed

May I begin this letter with my thanks to

to engage ECH holders in clinical audit

the British Society of Clinical and Acade-

of their hypnosis related interventions,

mic Hypnosis (BSCAH) who hosted and
organised our triennial Congress in Manchester last year. The event made a profit of £7,500 and, in an oﬀer of great generosity, they have elected to donate

°

And this will be facilitated by en-

hancing our website to allow data input
on line from colleagues throughout Europe.

this, in its entirety, to ESH. I hope we
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°

We have approved the applica-

tion of a new CS with further applications under consideration.
°

A considerable amount of time

and eﬀort is being given to rationalising
the governing articles of the Society, do-

“I hope we can fund a
particular project that
will give tangible value
to BSCAH's gift.”

cuments that will be presented to the
Council of Representatives (CoR) in Montreal.
When considering the hypnotic narrative
in a more global context, I am gratified
to report that we are cooperating with
our sister society ISH in developing a joint approach to the World Health Organisation (WHO) with the ambition of esta-

A contemporary concern asks the question - Should we embrace the 'developmental model' of hypnosis and accept into membership Sport Coaching,
Performing Arts, Teaching, Business, Life Coaching, etc. OR do we adhere to
the 'clinical model' and restrict membership to health professionals?

blishing hypnosis as a valuable and ef-

There is no right answer and I could ma-

fective tool for healthcare professionals.

ke a convincing argument for both pro-

And finally, a request for your thoughts
and opinion on the perennial debate concerning the qualifications and professions we accept as members of our so-

posals. What I am most interested in is
your opinion and thoughts, as this will
guide the board in the direction you
would like your society to pursue.

cieties, and in consequence whom we

With my thanks and may the approa-

accept for training. It is a reoccurring

ching Spring bring you light and growth.

concern precisely because we live in a
dynamic changing society and it is in
the chameleon nature of hypnosis that it
morphs into forms and contexts that reflect its environment.
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Translated into German
by Marie-Jeanne Bremer
& Silvia Zanotta
Liebe Kolleginnen und Kollegen,

° Wir haben viel Zeit und Mühe in die Rationalisierung der verschiedenen Artikel unserer Statuten investiert ; die Änderun-

Zuerst möchte ich der Britischen Gesellschaft für klinische

gen werden beim COR-Meeting in Montreal vorgestellt.

und wissenschaftliche Hypnose (BSCAH) meinen Dank
aussprechen. Sie hat im vergangenen Jahr den alle drei Jahre

Auf globaler Ebene begrüsse ich die ausgezeichnete Zusam-

statt findenden ESH-Hypnose-Kongress in Manchester veran-

menarbeit mit der Schwestergesellschaft ISH beim Vertreten

staltet und dabei einen Gewinn von £7,500 erzielt.

einer gemeinsamen Haltung gegenüber der

Weltge-

sundheitsorganisation (WHO), mit dem Ziel der Anerkennung
In einer grosszügigen Geste haben die Mitglieder der BSCAH

von Hypnose als wertvolle und wirksame Methode im Ge-

beschlossen, den Gesamtbetrag an die ESH zu spenden. Wir

sundheitswesen.

beabsichtigen, mit diesem Betrag ein Projekt zu finanzieren,
welches der BSCAH von Wert und Nutzen ist.

Zum Schluss gelange ich mit einer Bitte an Sie : Teilen Sie uns
Ihre Gedanken und Meinungen zur Dauer-Debatte betreﬀend

Im Gegensatz zu den kalten und eher trostlos anmutenden

der ESH-Mitgliedschaftsbedingungen (Beruf, Qualifizierung)

Wintertagen entwickelt sich im neuen ESH-Büro ein kreatives

mit. Dieses Anliegen wird in einer sich dynamisch stetig we-

und tatkräftiges Team. Die verschiedenen Kommissionen sind

iter entwickelnden Gesellschaft immer wieder vorgebracht.

an folgenden Projekten beteiligt:

Zudem liegt es in der « Chamäleon-Natur » der Hypnose, sich
dem jeweiligen Lebenskontext anzupassen.

° Das Europäische Zertifikat für Hypnose insbesondere für
potentielle Anwärter aufwerten:

Deshalb stellt sich die Frage : Sollen wir das « Entwicklungsmodell » der Hypnose vertreten und somit die Mitglied-

° Mit einem kostenlosen Online-Abonnement für die Zeit-

schaft für Sportcoaching, darstellende Künste, Lehrtätigkeit,

schrift «Contemporary Hypnosis »

Business, Life Coaching usw. öﬀnen ? ODER sollen wir das
« klinische Modell » beibehalten und die Mitgliedschaft

auf

° Mit der Erarbeitung eines Protokolls, welches den Inhabern

Gesundheitsberufe begrenzen? Darauf gibt es keine richtige

des Zertifikats eine Qualitätskontrolle ihrer Hypnose-Interven-

Antwort, und ich könnte überzeugende Argumente für beide

tionen ermöglicht.

Vorschläge vorlegen. Ich bin sehr an Ihren Gedanken und Ihrer
Meinung interessiert, diese werden wegweisend für zukünfti-

° Durch die Weiterentwicklung unserer Webseite, so dass Kol-

ge Entscheidungen sein.

legen quer durch Europa die Möglichkeit haben, Informationen und Beiträge online zu stellen.

Ich bedanke mich bei Ihnen. Möge der Frühling Ihnen Licht
und Weiterentwicklung bringen.

° Wir haben eine neue CS in die ESH aufgenommen ; weitere
Bewerbungen sind in Bearbeitung.

Martin Wall
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Translated into French
by Gerard Fitoussi
Chers Collègues,

•

Du temps et des eﬀorts importants ont été con-

sacrés pour rationaliser les divers articles de notre constituPermettez-moi de commencer cette lettre par des remercie-

tion, ces changements seront présentés et mis au vote du con-

ments à la société britannique d’hypnose clinique et scientifi-

seil des représentants lors de l’assemblée qui se tiendra

que qui a organisé et a été l’hôte du congrès trisannuel à Man-

(CoR) à Montréal.

chester l’année dernière (BSCAH). Cet évènement a généré un
profit de £7,500 et, avec une grande générosité, les membres

Dans un contexte plus large, je suis heureux de souligner l’ex-

de l’association ont décidé de donner la totalité de ce mon-

cellente coopération avec notre société sœur, l’ISH avec la-

tant à l’ESH. J’espère que nous pourrons consacrer cette som-

quelle nous développons une approche conjointe auprès de

me à un projet spécifique qui valorisera concrètement ce don

l’Organisation mondiale de la santé (OMS) avec l’ambition que

de la BSCAH.

l’hypnose soit considérée comme un outil eﬃcace et reconnu
pour les professionnels de santé.

Contrastant avec ces journées mornes de février, le nouveau
bureau de l’ESH a mis en place une équipe qui travaille dur et

Enfin, une demande pour que vous nous adressiez vos idées

avec créativité. Les diﬀérents comités sont engagés dans de

et opinions sur le débat permanent concernant les qualifica-

nombreux projets parmi lesquels :

tions et les professions que nous pouvons accepter comme
membres de nos sociétés, et en corollaire que nous accep-

•

Soutenir les détenteurs du Certificat Européen

tons de former. C’est une préoccupation récurrente, car nous

d’Hypnose et promouvoir son intérêt pour les postulants po-

vivons dans un monde en mouvement permanent, et c’est

tentiels

dans la nature un peu « caméléon » de l’hypnose, qu’elle se
transforme et s’adapte au contexte qui reflète son environne-

o

Ce qui inclue la gratuité à l’abonnement en ligne

au Journal Contemporary Hypnosis & Integrative Therapy.

ment. Une des préoccupations actuelles concerne la question
suivante – Devons-nous accepter le “modèle de développement personnel” de l’hypnose et accepter de fait comme mem-

o

Mettre en place un protocole permettant au dé-

bres, les intervenants en Coaching Sportif, Développement

tenteur du certificat d’eﬀectuer un audit clinique de leurs inter-

artistique, Education, Monde des Aﬀaires, Coach de vie et au-

ventions en hypnose

tres. Ou à contrario, devons-nous nous attacher strictement
au « modèle clinique » et n’accepter en notre sein que des pro-

o

Ceci sera facilité par l’amélioration de la fluidité

de notre site internet pour y inscrire les données provenant
des diﬀérents collègues européens.
•

Nous avons accepté au sein de l’ESH une nouvel-

le société constituante et d’autres demandes sont en cours
d’étude.

fessionnels de santé ? Il n’y a pas de réponse définitive et je
pourrai présenter des arguments convaincants pour les deux
options. Ce qui m’intéresse vraiment, ce sont vos opinions et
idées qui nous serviront de guide pour le bureau dans la direction que vous souhaitez que notre société, l’ESH, poursuive.
Avec mes remerciements et que le Printemps vous apporte
lumière et joie.
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Translated into Spanish
by José Cava
Queridos colegas,

Al considerar la narrativa hipnótica en un contexto más global, me complace informar que estamos cooperando con nue-

Permítanme comenzar esta carta con mi agradecimiento a la

stra sociedad hermana ISH en el desarrollo de un enfoque con-

Sociedad Británica de Hipnosis Clínica y Académica (BSCAH)

junto con la Organización Mundial de la Salud (OMS) con la

que fue la anfitriona y organizadora de nuestro Congreso trie-

ambición de establecer la hipnosis como una herramienta va-

nal en Manchester el año pasado. El evento obtuvo un benefi-

liosa y efectiva para los profesionales de la salud.

cio de £ 7,500 y, en una muestra de gran generosidad, han elegido donar esta cantidad, en su totalidad, a la ESH. Espero

Y, por último, pedirles sus ideas y opiniones sobre el debate

que con ello podamos financiar algún proyecto concreto que

perenne acerca de las cualificaciones y profesiones que acep-

le dé un valor tangible a este regalo de la BSCAH.

tamos como miembros de nuestras sociedades y, en consecuencia, a quiénes aceptamos formar. Es una preocupación

En contraste con los grises días de febrero, el nuevo consejo

recurrente precisamente porque vivimos en una sociedad

de la ESH se está convirtiendo en un equipo creativo y traba-

dinámica y cambiante y la camaleónica naturaleza de la hipno-

jador. Los diversos comités están involucrados en varios

sis va adoptando formas y contextos que reflejan su entorno.

proyectos, como los siguientes:

Una preocupación actual es la pregunta: ¿debemos adoptar el
'modelo de desarrollo personal' de hipnosis y aceptar como

° Apoyar a los titulares del Certificado Europeo de Hipnosis y

miembros a profesionales del coaching deportivo, artes

promover su interés para los posibles solicitantes.

escénicas, enseñanza, mundo empresarial, coaching personal, etc., o nos adherimos al 'modelo clínico' y solamente

° Incluir una suscripción gratuita on-line a nuestra revista

aceptamos a profesionales de la salud?

“Contemporary Hypnosis & Integrative Therapy”.
No hay una respuesta correcta y podría presentar argumentos
° Se está desarrollando un protocolo para involucrar a los titu-

convincentes para ambas propuestas. Lo que más me intere-

lares de ECH en la auditoría clínica de sus intervenciones rela-

sa son sus ideas y opiniones, porque esto guiará al consejo

cionadas con la hipnosis.

en la dirección que les gustaría que fuera su sociedad.

° Y esto se verá facilitado por la mejora de nuestro sitio web

Con mi agradecimiento y mi deseo de que la primavera que se

para permitir la entrada de datos on-line de colegas de toda

acerca les traiga luz y crecimiento.

Europa.
° Hemos aprobado la solicitud de incorporación de una nueva
CS con otras solicitudes en consideración.
° Una cantidad considerable de tiempo y esfuerzo se está dedicando a la racionalización de los artículos de gobierno de la
Sociedad, documentos que se presentarán al Consejo de Representantes (CDR) en Montreal.
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Translated into Italian by
Fabio Carnevale
Cari colleghi,

Considerando l’ipnosi in un contesto più globale, sono lieto di
comunicarvi che stiamo collaborando con la nostra società

desidero cominciare questa lettera con i miei ringraziamenti

aﬃliata ISH nello sviluppo di un approccio congiunto nei con-

alla British Society of Clinical and Academic Hypnosis

fronti della Organizzazione mondiale della sanità (OMS) con

(BSCAH) che ha ospitato e organizzato il nostro Congresso

l'ambizione di conferire all'ipnosi il riconoscimento di strumen-

triennale a Manchester lo scorso anno. L'evento ha fruttato un

to prezioso ed eﬃcace per gli operatori sanitari.

guadagno di 7.500 sterline che, con un atto di grande generosità, è stato devoluto interamente alla ESH. Mi auguro che riusciremo a finanziare un progetto che dia un valore tangibile

E infine, una richiesta perché esprimiate pensieri e opinioni

al dono della BSCAH.

sul dibattito perenne riguardante le qualifiche e le professioni
che possano essere accolte nelle nostre Società, e di conse-

In contrasto con i cupi giorni di febbraio, il nuovo consiglio

guenza chi consideriamo idoneo per la formazione. Si tratta di

ESH si sta trasformando in una squadra creativa e laboriosa. I

una tema ricorrente proprio perché viviamo in una società in

vari comitati sono impegnati in diversi progetti tra cui:

evoluzione dinamica ed è nella natura camaleontica dell'ipno-

° Sostenere i titolari del certificato europeo di ipnosi e promuo-

si adattarsi in forme e contesti che riflettano il suo ambiente.

vere il suo valore per gli iscritti.

Attualmente, la questione da porsi è la seguente: dovremmo
abbracciare il "modello evolutivo" dell'ipnosi e accettare mem-

° Includere un abbonamento online gratuito alla nostra rivista

bri dello Sport Coaching, delle Arti Performative, dell’insegna-

Journal of Contemporary Hypnosis and Integrative Therapy.

mento, del business, del Life Coaching, ecc. oppure dovremmo aderire al "modello clinico" e limitiamo l'adesione a esperti della salute?

° È in fase di sviluppo un protocollo per coinvolgere i titolari di
ECH nella revisione clinica dei loro interventi terapeutici con

Non credo esista una risposta giusta e potremmo esprimere

l’ipnosi

argomenti convincenti per entrambe le posizioni. Quello che
mi interessa di più è che la vostra opinione ed i vostri pensieri

° Ciò sarà facilitato dall’aggiornamento del nostro sito Web

guidino il Consiglio nella direzione che vorreste che la Società

che consentirà l'immissione di dati online da parte dei colle-

perseguisse.

ghi di tutta Europa.
Con i miei ringraziamenti vi auguro che l’approssimarsi della
° Abbiamo approvato l'applicazione di un nuovo CS ed ulterio-

primavera porti luce e crescita.

ri applicazioni sono attualmente in esame.
° Stiamo dedicando una considerevole quantità di tempo e
sforzi alla razionalizzazione degli articoli dello Statuto e dei
Regolamenti della Società, la cui documentazione sarà presentata al Consiglio dei Rappresentanti (CdR) a Montreal.
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Editor’s Letter

Consuelo CASULA
“It would be interesting to realize Loriedo’s idea of creating an Erasmus
project with exchanges of scholars spread in our vast community.”

Here is the first ESHNL which we dedicate

Between these two themes, this issue con-

to to connecting all our ESH members in

nects the reader with what happens in the

each and every issue.

French and German hypnotic communiti-

We start by looking back

to Manchester

with three reviews of our latest ESH congress and we finish by moving forward to
Basel with Mike Sheckter, our ESH treasurer, who gives us a taste of some of the
things we can expect from the next ESH
congress in August 2020.

es, with Gerard Fitoussi, and Marie-JeanneBremer, respectively.

We also find out

what's happening in the world of research,
thanks to the researcher Peter Naish, and
with the Ego State Therapy group through
the interview with the President and founder Waltermade Hartman by Silvia Zanotta.
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Continuing with our tradition and mission

sunny weather, the food, and, of course,

to help ESH readers to get to know the

by the quality of the presenters.

ESH’s Constituent Societies, we present
two interviews with the new President of
the AFHYP Association Française d’Hypnose, Charles Joussellin, and Camillo Loriedo, the pre-

In the previous ESHNL we announced that
Assen Alladin died unexpectedly a few
days before publishing that issue. In the
meantime we have been able to collect some eulogies

sident of

from collea-

the Società

gues who

Italiana di
Ipnosi (SII).

met him,

T h e i n t e r-

him and

views gave

w h o w a n-

us

a

ted to share

glimpse of

their admira-

what the

tion of him

t w o p r e s i-

with our rea-

d e n t s

ders.

worked with

would like
to

have

Alghero, October 2017

from ESH:
inspiration, collaboration, and support not
only nationally but mainly internationally. In
particular, it would be interesting to realize
Loriedo’s idea of creating an Erasmus project with exchanges of scholars spread
throughout our vast community. Staying in
Italy, the reader is invited to join the harmonious and creative spirit of the Italian national congress held in the magic frame of Alghero, Sardinia, enhanced by the sea, the

Photo by F.C.

I would like
to thank

each contributor and each translator of the
President’s letter because without their
competence, motivation and collaboration
as well as respecting the deadlines this issue would not be ready. I want to express
my gratitude also to the creative co-editor
Fabio Carnevale and to our generous President Elect Kathleen Long whose open and
clear mind corrects in a respectful way the
English of our non English writers.
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Connection with the President of
Italian Society of Hypnosis (SII)
Camillo Loriedo
Loriedo is Past President of ISH
and Past President of ESH

Interview by Fabio Carnevale
First of all, please tell us about yourself.

the somatic dimensions and the aﬀective
mental ones that influence the symptomatic aspect and although, for a long time, it

What is your profession? What is your

has been thought that a certain number of

main interest in treatment of patients?

these phenomena had to do with will,

Working with hypnosis is an extraordinary
job: every time you do not know what will
happen and every time is a wonderful surprise. I'm continuing in an increasingly interesting and surprising way to work on conversion disorders. It is an interesting field
of study because these patients combine

hypnosis has helped to understand how
the conversion disorders are supported by
unconscious mechanisms. Studying conversion disorders we understand how important the bridge between the body and
mind is, that is how the mind can negatively influence pathological phenomena
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and positively treat. Correcting this type of

king with the trauma it is always necessary

suﬀering it is really surprising to notice

to have the patience to wait. The diﬀeren-

how, every time, the body modifies itself

ce between a disorder and the other im-

producing very small ideomotor phenome-

plies diﬀerent approaches: in these cases,

na that can determine therapeutic modifica-

the attention to the sensitivity of the sub-

tions. This helps us to understand how ef-

ject also implies respect for their time cho-

fective hypnosis can be and how hypnosis

sen to deal with the trauma. So, we can

can solve even very serious conflicts and

understand the importance of having a

diﬃcult situations rather quickly. Working

flexible and adequate approach to a speci-

with conversion disorders I use a specific

fic pathology and a specific patient. There-

protocol of only three sessions. I want to

fore, we have to study which approach will

make it clear I do not mean that the hypno-

work better with diﬀerent pathologies and

tic intervention must always be necessarily

which answers can be given to diﬀerent si-

short. But with this type of disorders it is

tuations: this is a work that must be tho-

particularly useful to work with a few ses-

roughly investigated.

sions: in fact, usually, these subjects are
quite able to manipulate the therapist.

What can we say about what Italy can
oﬀer the rest of the countries to Europe

Another important aspect is the work I do

in terms of research and organization?

is on dissociation. In fact, working in the

Can you give some examples of the

field of eating disorders, as I have been do-

best practices in your society (research,

ing for a long time, I realized how much the
trauma has spread even if not always in a
clear way. Therefore a therapist who works
with hypnosis must necessarily be prepa-

teaching, congress organisation, clinics…) and how your society has developed them over the years?

red to work with traumas because explo-

We are developing a very high level tea-

ring and solving a trauma is not a job that

ching. We have organized four masters,

can be done by inexperienced people. It

this year. And this means that we are con-

requires attention and caution. Contrary to

stantly trying to improve training because,

conversion disorders, sometimes the de-

as in many countries, there is a very broad

tection of trauma can take a long time and

bush of improvised hypnotists who are

can even disregard the improvement of the

emerging from some organizations that of-

quality of life through hypnosis. When wor-

fer training in hypnosis. On the other hand,
11

it is important that medical and clinical

What would you like to have from ESH?

hypnosis training is given to people who

How can ESH help you to achieve the

have a university preparation.

goals and projects that you want for

Moreover, our last congress in Alghero was

your society?

very important because The Italian Society

I think it is important to extend the atten-

of Hypnosis (SII) and many others had the

tion to countries that, until now, have been

opportunity to share their experiences in

quite excluded and that have begun to ex-

the field of research and psychotherapy at

press their interest in the association be-

a very high level. So things are pretty good

cause they have actively shown their parti-

even in Italy. In any case we need to encou-

cipation in Europe: for example Asia.

rage and develop more and more connections between diﬀerent societies. For this

But above all, it would be desirable that

reason, we have many regional oﬃces

there were cultural exchanges. So far, it

throughout the nation in order to create a

has not been possible to organize a proj-

network of researchers and clinical ex-

ect like this. Instead, it could be done on

perts. We are also going to publish the first

the basis of joint research in the field of

Blue Book that contains state of the art re-

hypnosis. It would be important to contrast

search in the field of hypnosis. The aim is

a seemingly high-level scientific literature

to help patients, basic phisicians and

that shows a great vulnerability on the

people in general to understand the best

scientific and clinical plan: it would be desi-

indications and results in hypnotherapy.

rable for more constituent societies to

We want to maintain a high level of informa-

agree, showing that they have a credibility

tion by transmitting them in an appropriate

in terms of research and cultural exchan-

way. It is probably the first time that a Blue

ge. We could imagine something like an

book has been published in the field of

Erasmus project. Oﬀering to researchers

hypnosis, and it’s our intention to continue

the possibility to visit other nations based

to update it by producing even more exten-

on the hospitality of the constituent societi-

sive editions in the near future. One of the

es.

projects will be to extend the Blue Book to
all international literature.

For them it would be extraordinarily important to be able to foster and develop a
scientific and clinical culture in the field of
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hypnosis. It is essential to be able to gene-

development in certain areas of research.

rate culture not only during congresses.

In this sense, the clinical disclosure of the

One of the limitations of societies like ours

most relevant research published every

is that we only meet during congresses. In

year would facilitate the knowledge of ex-

reality, excluding the news letter and other

cellence in various nations. This could al-

few initiatives, it is rare for members to ha-

low young students to look at the possibili-

ve relationships with each other. It is neces-

ty of going to specific countries to explore

sary that there is a shared and joint activity

specific topics (for example, conversion di-

that can make us all feel like members and

sorders, dissociative disorders, pain treat-

part of a greater European community inte-

ment, and so on). This type of organization

rested in hypnosis.

can definitely encourage collaboration

How can we imagine the initial step to

between diﬀerent societies and diﬀerent
nations for joint research. In fact, there is

create a project that is so far-sighted

no doubt that, often, multicentric studies

and full of potentials?

oﬀered promising results because working

First of all, I believe that the BoD is called
to solicit and request the availability of the
various constituent societies to host researchers from other countries even for short
periods. We should first check which of
the constituent societies have the willingness to welcome students and young
researchers. This would allow, even using
the website as a flywheel, those who want
to travel to explore issues related to hypnosis to have a reference: exploring the reality of other countries, learning, encouraging
exchanges, enriching knowledge.

on very large populations does not only
mean providing a specific statistical value
to the specific research but also allows
comparison of the results from a multicultural perspective correcting errors related to
culture biases. Also for this reason, I believe that one of the most ambitious and important projects that European and international societies should aspire to is setting
standards. There is a need for standards
that can be considered common. In eﬀect,
because a certain number of companies
accept members that fall outside the narrow circle of doctors and psychologists,

The other absolutely important aspect is

the standards would be fundamental to

identifying where the excellence is in each

establish guidelines on training at interna-

country: each country has its own specific

tional level in view of the diﬀerent professional figures who deal work with hypnosis.
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Connection with the President of
Association Française d’Hypnose
(AFHYP) Charles Joussellin

Interview by Gerard Fitoussi
First, please tell us about yourself. What
is your profession? How did you first be-

medical reanimation, neurological, surgical
as well as the specialized services of dermatology , gastroenterology , internal medicine.

come involved with hypnosis?
I also received a Ph.D in philosophy from
I work at the University Hospital Bichat-

the University of Paris-Est in 2014. My the-

Claude Bernard of Paris as head of the pal-

sis was entitled: The complain of pain. My

liative unit. I’m in charge of a mobile unit of

research was to explore the intersubjecti-

palliative care that advises and supports

ve, phenomenological encounter between

all the services of the hospital, often in tra-

two individuals: one of them who suﬀers

gic, dramatic, and complex situations including but not limited to organ transplant,
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and asks for help from the other whose

The president is elected for one year, so I

mission is to assist him.

will continue until the end of my mandate

Everyday my interdisciplinary team works
closely with very sick patients in great distress and part of my practice includes ele-

in June 2018. The oﬃce can be renewed
without limitation if elected by the General
Assembly which takes place annually.

ments of hypnosis and philosophical phe-

Please tell me about your team. How ma-

nomenology .

ny people are involved in the operation

When and how did you become president of your association? What do you

of the CS? How many members are in
your CS?

hope to achieve during your presi-

The team is mostly composed of general

dency? What are your main goals and

practitioners who use hypnosis daily in

what is the term of your presidency?

their practice: Gérard Fitoussi is the vice-

In 1985, I was the student, and then the assistant of Jean Godin who introduced the
practice of Ericksonian hypnosis to France—a practice that later became known as
New Hypnosis.
In order to enhance the practice of hypnosis among general practitioners, myself
and three friends, who were also general
practitioners (Jean Becchio, Thierry Desmarchelier et François Raineri), created
l’Association Française d’Hypnose (the
French Hypnosis Association) in 1993. I
was the president for the first five years
and then I became president again in 2013
after completing my doctorate in philosophy.

président, Eric Gibert is the general secretary, Aurejane Ferrara and Alain Tayeg are
the treasurers. The association has approximately one hundred members from across
France.
The most important goals of the association are to help and support the practice of
hypnosis as part of patient care, training in
hypnosis and follow-up supervision, to improve research through the diﬀusion of information published in the field, to organize colloquiums and meetings between
practitioners, and to maintain our website
up-to-date, which includes our end-ofyear report.
When was your association established,
When become a member of ESH?
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As previously stated, the association was

Please indicate if your CS involves, or

created in 1993, and we became a mem-

has members who are involved in,

ber of the ESH in 2008. We accept in our

hypnosis research.

association only health professionals including doctors, nurses, mid-wives, psycholo-

All the practitioners in training and the

gists, and dentists. We are also members

members of the association have a univer-

of the French Confederation of Hypnosis

sity degree, approved by the French state.

and Brief Therapy (CFHTB) and we are di-

Most of them are general practitioners.

rect members of the ISH.

As an association, we pay close attention
to the quali-

Can you give

ty and to

some examples

the scienti-

of your associa-

fic basis of

tions’ best prac-

the events

tices (research,

w e o r g a n-

teaching, con-

ized and

gress organiza-

support. It

tion, clinics…)

is with the

and describe

same atten-

how your asso-

tion and ca-

ciation has developed them
over the years?
We have an ethical chart that must be approved by our members and that is in
agreement with the ethical chart of the
Cfhtb and the ESH, and in the training and
supervision we pay close attention to the
information delivered so that they are scientifically validated.

re that we
Photo by F.C.

follow the
supervision

until the end of the training program.Some
members of the association have close
connections with the university, like
François Raineri, associate-professor and
Pascale Arnoud, the conference director,
at the Université Paris-Sud. As well as myself at the University Hospital Bichat Claude Bernard à Paris.
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Reviews
“Searching our Sisters”.

°°

By Julie H. Linden

practice of the healing arts by women may have contributed
in the middle ages to the witch burnings, which also burned
some of the knowledge of trance and healing.

The ESH congress in Manchester oﬀered a wide array of oﬀerings to indulge the many tastes present. One of those dis-

Martin and Walter traced the practices of the Teutons and

hes, the topic of the history of hypnosis, is an important one,

female Celtic Druids, describing a Wölwa who used trance

as any discipline rests on a foundation rich with resources

for herself and others. She walked with a blue cape, like the

for the newcomer to the field. Learning the background of

Norse god Odin, and her monotone singing intensified her

the long tradition of hypnosis in the healing arts reveals so-

work. The nuns in the monasteries of the middle ages were

me consistent findings. Meditative practices, repetitive sin-

often experienced healers, and one was Saint Hildegard, a

ging, touch (laying on of hands) and visions are the most of-

Christian German abbess (1098-1179) today known primarily

ten repeated variables in the history of hypnotic healers.

for her publications on healing herbs, although her talents
were broader, and examined healing systems in plants, trees

A particularly interesting tidbit, a presentation by Marianne

and stones.

Martine and Henriette Walter, began with the question: Have
you noticed that almost only men are mentioned inducing

Martin looked beyond Europe for evidence of our sisters,

trance in the history of hypnosis?

and told the story of an Asian method for healing called
Chöd, created about 1000 years ago. You begin by visuali-

“Searching our Sisters: Where are the Women in the History

zing the demon that may be responsible for your symptom.

of Hypnosis”, took us on a short trip through mythology, anti-

You contact him or her and ask the demon what it is looking

quity, the middle ages and into modern times exploring the

for. Then you change position, and identifying with the de-

female figures associated with trance inducing skills. Descri-

mon to give the answer. Finally, you return to yourself, and

bing the Greek myth of Jason and Golden Fleece, the audien-

give the demon the gifts he/she wants. While this method is

ce was reminded that Jason was only successful because

part of Buddhist practice, it is quite similar to many modern-

Medea’s singing kept the dragon guard asleep, thus allowing

day hypnotic interventions used in ego state therapy, disso-

Jason to be successful in getting the fleece. Her singing and

ciative states or treatment of some personality disorders.

rituals have led some to say Medea hypnotized the dragon.
The modern times of hypnosis it seems had a number of woOften, the history of hypnosis begins in Sumerian times.

men practicing mesmerism, first experiencing their own hea-

People asked of the gods and goddesses for healing sleep.

ling as the result of magnetic practice and going on to treat

Evidence exists that the high priestesses of the 2 and 3rd

others with the same. There were many new names shared

Millennium B.C. induced healing sleep. Because the practitio-

in this presentation, shedding light on the long history of wo-

ners were sometimes using witchcraft (often a combination

men who used hypnotic, trance inducing techniques to heal

of healing herbs, hypnotic images and spiritual beliefs) the

and sooth. The authors have only just begun this deep gen-
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dered inquiry and promise more as they expand their search

sed). Practically there is a “three minute routine” with physi-

to other continents and cultures. Martin did a wonderful job

cal relaxation, deepening with suggestions or fractionation

opening the door to the hidden female voices in hypnosis,

(by opening and closing eyes), a mental relaxation with coun-

showing respect for our sisters’ contributions, and hi-

ting backwards aloud and suggestion that the numbers di-

ghlighting the women healers over all the ages.

sappear while doubling the relaxation (linking suggestions).
Suggestions “selective thinking” and post-hypnotic sugge-

For more information see: The paper, which was published in

stions such as “I invite you to keep the most interesting of

German, and can be found at: Hypnose-ZHH, 8(1+2), Okto-

this experience” to utilise the memory of this experience

ber 2013: 7-41.

complete the sessions.

http://meg-stiftung.de/index.php/de/publikationen/6-hypnos

Some more specific methods are Elman’s handshake techni-

e-zhh/108-frauen-in-der-hypnose

que and 3X technique where 3 diﬀerent signals are linked to
a suggestion. A valuable contribution to continue our search

“Value of Rapid Induction in the practice of an anesthe-

and combine what works best for the benefit of patients and

tist” of Christian Schmitt.

clients!

°°

By Nicole Ruysschaert.
“Hypnosis for children with IBS or functional abdominal
Some “rapid” induction techniques are reviewed to unlock

pain” of Carla Frankenhuis.

hidden potentials of patients during their anesthetic work.

By Luc Bouteligier

°°

But urgency doesn’t imply a “rapid induction” and rapid
doesn’t work if you neglect the urgent thing to connect and

Carla Frankenhuis and Arine Vlieger studied 260 children (8

develop rapport! “by neglecting the essential, to prioritise

to 18 years) with IBS and FAP. They developped a protocol

urgency, one ends up in forgetting the urgency of the essen-

over 6 sessions.

tial” Edgar Morin. After that proper information can be given
in a context of trust and cooperation. Mirroring, creating a

One group A was oﬀered the protocol with individual hypno-

Yes-Set, using implicit language prepares the soil for further

tic sessions. The other group B were oﬀered the hypnotic

work, spiced with some humour, promoting relaxation. In his

sessions on CD. The results: in group A the pain disappea-

daily work, Christian uses diﬀerent techniques as the Spiegel

red in 71% of the children (followed up after 12 months).

techniques: basic, a variety with finger movements, or hand

Group B 62%.

palm approaching the front.
When looking at adequate amelioration the results were for
He introduces Dave Elman (1900-1967), a contemporary of

group A were 80% (comparable to the results with adults suf-

Milton Erickson, who was an author, a professional musician,

fering from IBS) and for Group B 70%. Group B is more cost

and a stage hypnotist and taught hypnosis to medical doc-

eﬀective than Group A.

tors. His rather standardized approach, sometimes called

and depression. Two exercises were also promising in the

“Direct Ericksonian Hypnosis” a quick, eﬃcient and clear

treatment of of other problems (such as ruminating, negative

method (Penin, 2015) contains many Ericksonian elements. It

thougths, inner selfie). The first one is based om ‘Sponge

works best if you literally repeat the successive suggestions

Bob’.

Both groups improved in anxiety

as outlined. Elman starts with 3 prerequisites: consent (motivation and cooperation), communication, trust and absence

Some children act as sponges.

They absorb everything,

of fear and the confidence that you cannot not hypnotize a

both the good things that happen in their lifes and the bothe-

person once you know how to utilise suggestion. The met-

ring, stressful things. As you can see in the first drawing all

hod starts with pretending – the first step with developing a

of these impressions enter the sponge (bubbles) and put the

yes set. I will ask to relax muscles around eyes so relaxed

child under great pressure. The hypnotic technique, based

you can’t open your eyes, can you imagine that? Close your

on abdominal breathing, allows the child to breathe out the

eyes and pretend you can’t open them (critical faculty bypas-

naugthy, bothering bubbles out. The second drawing shows
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the inhalation of pleasant, confident, safe, relaxing… bubbles.

I am going to ask you to close your eyes and prepare
yourself for a journey in space. Image that you are standing
in a big open field and you can decide whether you want to
travel alone or if you want to bring someone or perhaps several other people. The spaceship that is about to arrive is big
enough, you can even bring animals and whatever you want.
Just take a moment to think about what and who you are
going to take with you....or maybe you decide to go by yourself. In the distance you see the spaceship landing and when
it has touched the ground you walk towards it. The door
opens and you are very curious…As you go inside you see a
funny little man and woman, they wear a flowered white coat
and the colour of their skin is green.
They seem happy to see you and introduce themselves as
Dr. Marsman and Dr. Marswoman. As they shake your hand
you can see their friendly smile and you feel good. They are
very famous doctors from the rainbow planet and they know
about your problem. You are invited to join them for a journey to the rainbow planet to use their super colour healing
ray machine. There is a special seat for you in the cockpit.
As the door of the spaceship closes, Dr. Marsman and Marswoman take a seat next to you and you are allowed to help
navigate the spaceship. You press the oxygen button, which
helps you to become more and more relaxed with every
breath you take, and you are ready to take oﬀ. You hear the
roar of the engines and you see the lights of the instrument
panel in front of you …..as you feel the spaceship lifting higher and higher, you can feel yourself sinking deeper and
deeper into your chair. And you feel yourself getting more
and more relaxed. That’s right. When you look out the win-

The other technique is ‘rainbow colours’ based on a script
from Elkins and Carter (1981). Here you have to (in trance)
pick a colour of the rainbow and match it with sensations
and feelings. This rainbow results in a magical, protective
circle.

You can anchor this rainbow in a bracelet or so-

mething that you can always carry with you and it can give
you a relaxed and strong feeling. Carla Frankenhuis emphasizes that when you can tailor the hypnotic interventions to
the individual child, you get even better results.

You can

deal more specifically with their negative thoughts on ‘their’
pain and implement cognitive strategies. But this approach
cannot be used in a standardized protocol. Below is the rainbow protocol: “Rainbow hypnosis” by Carla Frankenhuis
(Menko) -Based on a script from Elkins and Carter (1981)

dow you see the stars as they go by. See all the pretty stars
and the beautiful and interesting planets. Once in space there is no more gravity and you can have great fun with this.
You notice that your body feels very light, your arms and
your legs feel very light. Excellent.Then the spaceship reduces speed and makes a perfect and safe landing on the rainbow planet.
You are curious to find out what it will be like on this planet.
When the door opens, you are amazed to see how beautiful
it is on this rainbow-planet. Everything is in rainbow colours,
even the houses and the trees.
You get to wear special shoes with spring coils underneath.
The doctors also wear them and together you jump over the
coloured streets of the planet and you have so much fun…
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jumping, making somersaults and dancing over the planet.

Notice what your protection circle looks like. And that circle

Then you all arrive at the house of Dr. Marsman and Dr. Mars-

makes sure that only things from outside the circle can come

woman and inside everything is in rainbow colours as well

in that are good for you and whatever you do not like cannot

and you get a glass of rainbow lemonade and rainbow coo-

enter the circle. And vice versa only those things can go out-

kies (Here you might want to give suggestions of a healing

side of the circle that you want to let go oﬀ, so all the nasty

eﬀect of the rainbow lemonade and cookies or improving or

stuﬀ. Just blow it outside your circle and once they are out

lowering the appetite).

they cannot return. And when you have self-confidence or
anything you want, it can no longer leave the circle. This is

Then the doctors invite you to their super colour healing ray

really a super practical circle.

machine. It is a kind of an X-ray machine. These 2 doctors
have invented it and have become very famous all over the

Now you feel very well and relaxed and the doctors turn the

galaxy and on earth because of it.

machine oﬀ. And then it is time to get up and return to Earth.
Before you go back you take the time to feel what feelings

You sit in a comfortable chair and you get to hold a remote

you want to take with you, the things you like and what you

control with which you can direct special colours to precisely

want to leave behind... And when you are ready you put on

the areas that need that specific colour. Notice which co-

the funny jumping shoes and all of you jump back to the spa-

lours work well and what it feels like, maybe warm or cold,

ceship. After you enter, the doors close, you hear the engi-

numb. You know very well how you want it to feel and what

nes roaring and you feel the spaceship taking of and retur-

is right for you. That’s right. And you will be asked which co-

ning to Earth. Passing the pretty stars and planets on your

lours you need from the rainbow machine. Each colour will

way back.

give you something that is just right for you. And you can very easily imagine which colour goes with which feeling. You

After a safe and soft landing on Earth the engines are swit-

can just remain seated with your eyes closed and you can

ched oﬀ and the doors open. You say good-bye to the doc-

easily and automatically answer my questions. Which colour

tors and they say that you can always come back, whenever

do you think of when you hear self-confidence? (for example

you want to and that they really like you to come visit them

blue ) Good. And then you fill yourself up with that special

any time. When the spaceship takes oﬀ again you wave

colour blue. Is it pale blue or dark blue? And whenever you

good-bye and then you return with your attention here in this

need self-confidence you fill yourself up with that special co-

room and you can notice that you can keep the good feeling

lour and you will notice that it will get easier each time you

with you for as long as you want. It is important to adjust the

do this and more and more you can feel that nice feeling of

exercise to the child you are working with. You can also use

self-confidence (you write down which colour goes with

the colours by taking the child to for example a fun fair whe-

which feeling).

re a special rainbow appears or a special rainbow machine is
standing, or a special place at the beach/ the ocean, or to a

Then you do the same with a good feeling in the body. Do

safe/ nice place that the child has used in other exercises. It

not say pain, but say: feel which areas in you body need a

is also possible that you do not want to use doctors because

good feeling and let this specific colour go there automatical-

the child is dealing with doctors all the time. But in some ca-

ly. And you will notice how wonderful it feels and how much

ses introducing these funny playful healing doctors might be

colour you want to let go there to get exactly the feeling that

therapeutic. The important thing is to adjust the exercise to

is good for you. How much colour do you need at this mo-

the child you are working with.

ment? Other feelings + colours can be for example: concentration, happiness, increased or decreased appetite, coura-

I ask the child to make a bracelet, necklace, key-chain or

ge, energy, relaxation, sleep, safety, love, patience, trust, dry

any object with their colours and every time they need a spe-

beds. Then you get one more very special gift from the ma-

cial feeling they are asked to hold the bead or the colour and

chine and it is a magic circle. It may be any colour you like,

use it as an anchor to experience the special feelings.

or it can be transparent. Some children use all colours of the
rainbow or make a circle of silver or golden sparkles.

I enjoyed every minute of the workshop.
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Events in French speaking countries

Hypnosis Association. There was also a very interesting debate about hypnosis and spirituality, especially in a diﬀerent

Many events have happened in the French speaking world of

culture like that of Morocco with Faouzi Skali, an anthropolo-

hypnosis. In France, we had a changing of the guard at the

gist and creator of the Fes music festival.

Confédération Francophone d’Hypnose et de Thérapies
Brèves (CFHTB), the umbrella organization of thirty French

Congratulations to Myriam Nciri, the president of the

hypnosis associations. Patrick Bellet one of the founders of

AMHYC, and her team for this very successful conference

the CFHTB and the current president achieved his mandate

and we hope to be present for the third one with an even

and received a standing ovation for all the work he did to or-

greater number of attendants.

ganize the world of hypnosis and ensure its promotion. The
new president of the CHTB, Régis Dumas, was elected with

Book Review

a new team. Regis is a medical doctor and an osteopath. He
works in central France in Clermont-Ferrand and is the presi-

15 cas pratiques en hypnothérapie sous la direction d’Antoi-

dent of Hypnose-Auvergne. We wish him the best in carrying

ne Bioy Ed Dunod. La transe et l’hypnose sous la direction

out his mandate.

de Didier Michaux Ed Imago

A new hypnosis trimestrial journal in French: TRANSES with

15 Cases of Hypnotherapy

Thierry Servillat as editor-in-chief. In this first issue, there
was a very ambitious article about “La Conscience” by Roxa-

Dunod Editions, who is the publisher of numerous books in

na Erickson Klein and Antoine Bioy in addition to a text

hypnosis, published this new book entitled 15 Cases of

about Dave Elman, “an unknown giant of hypnosis,” by Da-

Hypnotherpay, under the direction of Antoine Bioy, professor

niel Goldschmidt and Régis Dumas. An issue worth reading.

of psychology and other well-known French practitioners of

We welcome and wish TRANSES a long life.

hypnosis. As the title indicates, the purpose of the book is to
explore 15 current situations in hypnosis: hypnosis and chil-

In Morocco, the Moroccan association of hypnosis (AMHYC)

dren, addictions, sexology, panic-attack, among others. In

is a French speaking association, which recently joined the

every chapter, he presented in detail how each practitioner

CFHTB, and the ISH, held its the second conference in Casa-

works in his oﬃce, the case in general terms, and how s/he

blanca at the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Casa-

carries out his/her work. Let’s take the example of the chap-

blanca. The conference was opened by the dean of the facul-

ter on depression, which begins with an introduction about

ty of medicine Aboumaarouf and the president of the Moroc-

the increasing number of incidents of depression. The aut-

can medical association of Casablanca, Benabdennbi. It was

hor, Daniel Goldschmidt, a psychologist, presents his way of

a great success with more than 150 doctors, dentists, and

integrating hypnosis through deep trance and other thera-

other health professionals in attendance. Among the guest’s

pies like cognitive-therapy. The author presents the classical

speakers, Claude Virot the president of the International So-

symptoms of the DSM for the diagnosis of depression, often

ciety of Hypnosis (ISH), and Jean-Marc Benhaiem, and ME

underestimated and underdiagnosed. He then proposed the

Faymonville from Liège. As with any conference, there were

case of Suzanne, a 57-year-old with a major depression,

various panels and workshops as well as social gathering

three suicide attempts, and a history of hospital stays. After

where the participants could mingle with one another and

explaining what hypnosis is and what it’s not to the patient

exchange information about his or her practices and his or

during the first session, he began using an induction proce-

her view on hypnosis.

dure drawn from Dave Elman with a deepening of the trance
and by asking the help of internal allies from the work of Anne Linden and hypnotic amnesia. All the chapters include an
abstract and a bibliography. It’s easy to read and provides a

There were many diﬀerent presentations about the deve-

glimpse of what various health professionals actually do in

lopment of hypnosis in Morocco whether in general practice,

their oﬃce.

in surgery by Ezzaki president of the Moroccan surgeon association, or in oral surgery by Laraqui. We also had the opportunity to learn about the increasing popularity of hypnosis in
Tunisia by Sabri Zoghlami the president of the Tunisian
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La transe et l’hypnose sous la direction de Didier Mi-

one, as hypnosis was considered at that time under the lead

chaux Ed Imago (1995)

of Charcot who associated hypnotism and hysteria.

Although this is an old book published in 1995 by Imago Edi-

Jean-Roch Laurence from the University of Concordia, Mon-

tion, it is interesting to re-visit this classic text in French

treal, summarizes what was known scientifically from the

hypnosis, published under the direction of Didier Michaux,

work of Clark L. Hull from 1933 to 1995, when IRMf and TEP

who worked with Léon Chertok, one of the pioneers of the

were not yet available. It is interesting to note the “leap

renewal of hypno-

forward” made by

sis in France. The

researchers today

book describes a

since the descrip-

series of interven-

tion of the work of

tions held in June

Theodore X. Bar-

1993. In his intro-

ber, Ernest R. Hil-

duction, Didier Mi-

g a rd , N i c h o l a s

chaux ask the fol-

Spanos and Mar-

lowing question:

tin Orne.

“What are the diﬀerences and the

The conclusion is

limits between

written by Isabelle

hypnosis and tradi-

Stengers, a philo-

tional trances”?

sopher of science,

The book carries

who reminds the

us through diﬀe-

reader that hypno-

rent points of

sis was a challen-

view: the ethnolo-

ge for scientists

gist, the historian,

for a long time, a

and the sociolo-

challenge that

gist to better un-

seems being over-

derstand this uni-

come thanks to

verse and the simi-

the new experi-

larities and the dif-

ments and new

ferences between

tools that allow

these perspecti-

Photo by F.C.

the scientists to

v e s . T h e re a re

explore what is

three parts: the first

happening in the

describes the role of trance in traditional societies, the se-

brain when hypnosis is done. This raises a number of que-

cond the articulation of trance and hypnosis in France, and

stions: Can we distinguish between a scammer, a pretender,

the third, more generally, about trance and hypnosis in the

and/or a subject who is “really in hypnosis”? Can we distin-

West.

guish between the consequences of “hypnosis” and the consequences of “suggestions”? These central questions were

One of the most interesting ideas is the attention paid by the

already present at the royal commission in 1784, when they

first ethnologists in the beginning of the 20th century who

investigated the work of Mesmer and remain at the heart of

studied trance in traditional societies and how they distinguis-

the questions about hypnosis in 1995; however, today, more

hed it from hypnosis. He makes it clear that trance in traditio-

than twenty years after the publication of this seminal text,

nal societies is a normal phenomenon and not a pathological

we are perhaps beginning to find some answers.
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11th SII National Congress - Review,19-22 October 201

possibility for hypnosis to elicit change of states. Both implicitly underpinning the importance of utilisation within the

Wonderful Sardinia hosted the 11th National Congress of the

most naturalistic approach.

Italian Society of Hypnosis (SII), 19-22 October 2017. Lucia
Latte, heading the Sardinian branch of the Society, organi-

Group inductions, workshops and moments of practice gave

sed, together with headquarters, a surprisingly colourful

the Congress a seemingly experiential perspective. The seg-

event, both in content and in context.

ments dedicated to theory were, in the same way, extremely
up to date, recalling experiential studies, peer reviews and

The pre-congress had key note speakers Michael Yapko and

the newest protocols and processes of intervention. This ap-

Camillo Loriedo presenting two advanced workshops, the

plied particularly to these workshops and presentations: Giu-

former on depression, the latter on regression. Both focusing

seppe De Benedittis (Hypnosis and Fibromyalgia), Camillo

on the use of hypnosis and hypnotic communication in order

Loriedo (Hypnosis and Conversion Disorders), Giovanni Ma-

to foster change in the most respectful ways, they created a

donna (The Ecological Mind, revised), Consuelo Casula

very stimulating learning context, letting process emerge,

(Change).

rather than only content.
Moments of interpersonal connection were not missing, culPsychotherapy, and more specifically hypnosis, are an un-

minating in the gala dinner that took place in a very typical

common kind of communication. In this realm, the Congress

and evocative spot.

itself was following the thread of Change and pointed out
how it can be addressed utilising techniques and strategies

Overall, a definitely seeding experience that was on one side

that bridge the gap between knowledge and realisation. A

eliciting constructive confrontations and insights and on the

tour-guide that overwhelms you with information on the histo-

other introducing participants to new possibilities and per-

ry and materials of the columns in the Colosseum, is diﬀe-

spectives within the application of clinical hypnosis.

rent than another
one that talking
about the same columns and focuses
on the sensations
felt by the shade
that the columns
can demonstrate
and oﬀer during a
hot and dusty day.
Experience makes
everything more memorable. And emotions fix experience.
The days in Alghero
were dense with experiential moments:
Camillo Loriedo gave a very elegant
demonstration on
the use of regression, Consuelo Casula oﬀered an excellent and sophisticated example of the

Photo by F.C.
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hypnotherapy through their regional institutes and through

Events in German speaking countries

high-level congresses such as the annual M.E.G. convents,
Congratulations on the 40th Anniversary of MEG. The Ger-

the conferences “Kindertagung” or “Mentale Stärken” to na-

man MEG, Milton Erickson Gesellschaft is celebrating 40

me but a few.

years of existence .The focus of their annual meeting in Bad
Kissingen is on « Overcoming boundaries - finding new pos-

During these conferences, an open-minded philosophy com-

sibilities ». For more than 40years Milton H.Erickson and his

bined with the imperative of seriousness and scientific accu-

heirs and students have progressively overcome boundaries

racy oﬀers an array of possibilities to acquire and deepen

in the field of hypnosis.

skills in hypnosis and in adjacent therapeutic areas, such as
ego-state therapy, mindfulness, multi sensorial techniques or

One of the boundaries was set by prejudices and misconcep-

somatic experiencing.

tions which were firmly anchored. I must confess, that in the
late 1970’s and even in the 1980’s these misconceptions we-

The program of the M.E.G.-Tagung in March 2018 is filled

re familiar to me, though I did teach «Autogenes Training»,

with 120 modules, witnesses of creativity and of endeavour

developed by the psychiatrist Johannes Heinrich Schultz. In

for addressing

retrospect , I have high praise for the courage of a colleague,

changing socio-cultural context.

medical and psychological problems in a

working in the field of alcohol addiction, who was pretty alone in integrating hypnosis in his work.

http://www.meg-tagung.de/

How much easier and eﬃcient could his interventions have

The information for the broader audience provided on the

been if there had been a place for healthy emulation instead

web site is very inspiring

of an attitude of scepticism by other mental health professio-

http://www.meg-hypnose.de/home.html.

nals. At that time Luxembourg, where I come from, had no
University or regional institutes for specific teachings. But

Video interventions or articles by leading representatives of

geographical and linguistic limitations are improving thanks

the M.E.G.-Societies provides good information for patients

to the proliferation of institutes all over the world as well as

on some of the applications of hypnosis (psychotherapy, me-

new media and online information and connections.

dicine, dentistry, coaching) or FAQ such as: “what is hypnosis and how does hypnosis work?”, “how may I recognize

The German M.E.G. Societies were and are promoting com-

serious therapists?”, “are there risks or side-eﬀects?” But

petencies and the development of integrative approaches in

the M.E.G.-Societies are also challenging the gap between
research and clinicians, a gap which still is a boundary for
many of us.
The link
http://www.meg-hypnose.de/publikationen-wiss-projekte/wi
ssenschaft.html provides some very notable downloads. 12
studies, collected by Prof. Dr. Dirk Revenstorf from the University of Tübingen, give an overview of the eﬃciency of
hypnotherapy for problems of overweight, migraine, insomnia, flight anxiety, test anxiety, smoking cessation, neurodermitis, sleeping disorders, etc.

Photo by F.C.

By overcoming actual boundaries we will probably be confronted by new unknown boundaries; widening the field of
possibilities remains a goal for future.
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This is the first of what we intend to be a regular feature of

what exactly diﬀers between susceptible and non-susceptib-

the Newsletter; I shall alert you to some interesting research

le people. It would be very useful to be able to do something

that you may have missed, then give you my thoughts on the

like this in a clinical setting, because it would lend more

topic.

weight to the outcome of typical studies. Clinical reports often claim to show that hypnosis helps in some way (such as

I want to begin with the perennial question: Does hypnosis

alleviating anxiety, as described earlier). If that is true, if it re-

work? There cannot be many people reading this who have

ally is the hypnosis that helps, then people who are very re-

doubts about the value of hypnosis, but the outside world

sponsive to hypnosis should benefit most, and the less su-

can be hard to convince. The trouble is, the average clinician

sceptible a person was the less improvement would be seen.

is too busy to design a major research study that would de-

If we could demonstrate that to be the case, then it would be

monstrate the eﬀectiveness of hypnosis in their particular

very powerful evidence that hypnosis does work – at least

field. Even if they do think they could gather some data, ma-

for some people. There is one problem with this tempting

ny people in clinical practice are put oﬀ by the thought of ha-

idea: the tests of hypnotic responsiveness take getting on for

ving to analyse those data with statistical tests. There are

one hour to administer. Imagine a busy clinician spending an

ways of circumventing all such problems, and I will have mo-

additional hour with each patient, not to help them but sim-

re to say about this a little later.

ply to find out how susceptible they were! It is possible to
circumvent the tests by using a questionnaire. These are not

Often the research done is rather small scale, making it diﬃ-

as direct a measure as a hypnotic susceptibility test, but the

cult to know whether any results that look promising are real-

right questionnaire can give a reasonably good indication of

ly significant. The solution is to gather together the results of

how susceptible a person would be if tested. Unfortunately,

all the relevant studies that any researchers have conducted.

these questionnaires are long and tedious, and although quic-

The combined result has the benefit of much larger numbers,

ker than a hypnosis test they still take a long time to comple-

so we are in a better position to assess the true impact of a

te.

particular type of therapy. In this case, the study I have in
mind was looking to see whether hypnosis was an eﬀective

Now I am happy to say that there may be a solution: a que-

means of reducing anxiety in cancer patients. It was carried

stionnaire that has only seven questions. No one can com-

out by Pei-Ying Chen and colleagues, in Taiwan [Chen, P-Y

plain about answering just seven little questions! Lizzy Slone-

et al. (2017). The eﬀect of hypnosis on anxiety in patients

na and colleagues have modified an existing questionnaire,

with cancer: A meta‐analysis. Worldviews on Evidence-Ba-

and seem to have shown convincingly that having very few

sed Nursing, 14, 223-236]. They were able to find published

questions does not severely compromise the tool’s eﬀective-

results from twenty studies, so combined these for statistical

ness [Slonena, E.E. et al. (2018). The Revised Factor Structu-

analysis. They concluded that hypnosis has a real impact on

re of the Dissociative Ability Scale, a Measure of Non-Patho-

cancer patients’ levels of anxiety, helping them both imme-

logical Dissociation. Contemporary Hypnosis and Integrative

diately after the treatment and also continuing to do so at

Therapies, In Press]. As you see, this paper is due to appear

follow-up. Some of the contributing studies showed remarka-

in Contemporary Hypnosis. We are making arrangements for

bly large improvements resulting from the hypnosis, but

holders of the European Certificate of Hypnosis always to

when all the data were combined the Taiwanese group adop-

have free electronic access to the journal, where they will be

ted a conservative approach to the analysis, so that there

able to read this paper, together with all the other papers we

could be no suggestion of making unjustified claims. Even

have published.

measured in this way, it was concluded that two thirds of patients who did not receive hypnosis felt more anxious than

There will soon be more exciting news for ECH holders! We

the average person who did. ‘Average’ refers to a person

are hoping to enlist your help in carrying out research, inclu-

who derived moderate benefit from hypnosis; anyone who

ding using that questionnaire. By combining all your results,

responded rather more would of course feel even less

we hope that ESH will be able to produce an eﬀective study

anxious. Laboratory-based hypnosis research frequently in-

to confirm the benefits of using hypnosis. This will take us

cludes a test of hypnotic susceptibility. Sometimes the re-

one step nearer to our goal of having hypnosis accepted as

sults are used to divide people into two groups: those who

a mainstream therapeutic technique. We will be contacting

are highly responsive and those who are not significantly im-

you before too long.

pacted by hypnosis. The research then continues, exploring
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I want to con-

tected a familiar

c l u d e b y d i-

face, when all that

s c u s s i n g s o-

is required of us is

mething rather

to smile and say,

less practical,

“Hello”?

but in my view
fascinating.

Increasingly it

Hypnosis is

looks as if the

o f t e n d e s c r i-

answer to my que-

bed as an ‘alte-

stion is that we do

re d s t a t e o f

not need to know!

c o n-

For example,

sciousness’,

people have been

but that is not

given choices to

a very helpful

make (Option ‘A’

description. It

or Option ‘B’) whi-

is like a travel-

le being brain

ler returning to

scanned. When

report that he

they have deci-

saw a rare ani-

ded, the response

mal; let’s call it

is to press button

Animal X. You

A or B. Without

say that you

watching this re-

have never se-

sponse, the experi-

en an X, so ask

menter can tell

what it looks

Photo by F.C.

from the pattern

like. The travel-

of brainwaves

ler replies that

which decision

it is a variation on Animal Y. That would be fine if you knew

was reached. Not too surprising you might think, but the

what a Y was, but you have never seen one of those either!

brain pattern becomes clear one or two seconds before the

Since we do not really know what consciousness is, saying

person thinks they have decided. The evidence suggests

that hypnosis is an altered version of it doesn’t tell us much.

that our brain does all its processing outside conscious awareness, then finally, after the decision has been made, we

What has been called ‘The Hard Problem’ in this field is

become aware of the outcome. You can read a nice, easy

trying to discover how a network of neurons (which alone are

introduction to these issues here:

relatively simple cells) can convey our sense of con-

http://royalsociety.org/policy/reports/brainwaves1/

sciousness. We know a lot about how the brain processes
information from the senses, and our understanding of me-

I will no doubt return to this theme in the next Newsletter,

mory is quite good, but understanding these tells us nothing

and provide you with some more recent, relevant research.

about why we know what we see, or picture from a past ex-

In the mean time you may like to ponder the following idea. If

perience. Modern computers can do so many of the things

consciousness is merely something the unconscious brain

we can do. They can perform face recognition, so could look

generates, after it has done its work, would hypnosis be bet-

at a person (or picture) and print their name on the screen.

ter described as an altered state of unconsciousness?

However, the computer does not know that it has recognised
someone; it is merely a machine that prints a particular string

Best wishes and happy hypnotizing!

of letters when its camera picks up a particular pattern. Why
are we diﬀerent? Why do we need to know that we have de-
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Ego State Therapy is becoming more and more popular in

basis. It is truly an interesting exercise to go and read the ori-

many countries all over the world, being highly eﬀective with

ginal conceptualizations of The Watkins’ regarding how trau-

a wide range of symptoms. Instead of just talking about the

matized dissociative states develop. (See Watkins & Watkins,

problem, the ego state therapist communicates directly with

Ego State Therapy:Theory and Practise, 1997).

the personality parts which are responsible for the symptom
or problem. This allows changes in attitude, feelings and be-

Probably the most significant diﬀerence between ego state

haviour. I would like to start this series on Ego State Therapy

therapy and other parts approaches is the fact that this ap-

with an interview with Dr. Woltemade Hartman from South

proach conceptualises the personality of a human being not

Africa, who has brought Ego State Therapy to Europe.

only as consisting of dissociated ego states, but also of resourceful ego states which help us to self-regulate and to

Dr. Woltemade Hartman is a Clinical/Educational Psychologi-

function as an integrated whole. I refer to this as whole-brain

st and psychotherapist in private practice in Pretoria, South

living. Watkins described an ego state as an organised sy-

Africa. He received his training as an Ericksonian psychothe-

stem of behaviours and life experiences which develop

rapist at the Ericksonian Foundation in Phoenix, Arizona,

throughout life. Thus, ego states are neuro-physiological ma-

USA. Hartman also trained as an Ego State therapist with

nifestations which may develop as a reaction to certain life

the late professor John Watkins and his wife Helen Watkins,

experiences both positive and negative. (Hartman, 2017).

the founders of this approach, in Missoula, Montana,

Ego states should not be conceptualised as only a pathologi-

USA. He is the author of “Ego state therapy with sexually

cal emotional reaction to trauma, but rather as a dynamic

traumatized children” and “Einführung in die Ego-State The-

process of neuro-physiological personality formation. My

rapie”, as well as various articles on the topic of hypnosis

daughter, Nadine Hartman has just written her dissertation

and psychotherapy. He is the founding director of the Milton

on the development of the concept of dissociation within

H. Erickson Institutes of South Africa (MEISA) and was the

ego state theory, where she carefully explored the deve-

first president and co-founder of Ego State Therapy Interna-

lopment of the concept of dissociation as an a-priory con-

tional (ESTI). Dr Hartman lectures in South Africa, Europe,

cept. The results indicate that there is mounting evidence

Australia, Canada, USA, Scandinavia, China and Japan.

from various credible sources of a neuro-physiological basis
for the formation of ego states. (See Hartman, N, 2018 and

1. Woltemade, why do you think Ego State Therapy is im-

the work of Levine and Siegel).

portant? What makes the diﬀerence to other (trauma) or
part therapy approaches?

Thus, to answer your question, is ego state therapy important for our work as psychologists and psychotherapists?

Ego State therapy is the creation of John and Helen Watkins

The answer is an unequivocal yes! In fact, the theory of ego

from the USA. The Watkins’ did not conceptualise the ego as

state therapy has become central in our work with trauma

one monolithic entity, as Freud did, but rather as consisting

and dissociation. It is a theory that keeps on evolving and I

of parts, or so-called ego states. Their theory was based on

am exited about where it is going to take us to.

the original work of Paul Federn, a close associate and colleague of Freud. Federn considered ego states as shifting

2. How are Ego State Therapy and hypnosis connected?

energies within the personality of a human being and is regarded as the originator of the concept of ego states. As a yo-

Hypnosis has always been an integral part of the ego state

ung psychologist in the American army, John Watkins wor-

approach and I sincerely hope it continues to be so. The ex-

ked with soldiers returning from the Second World War suﬀe-

planation for combining the two approaches is simple. It is a

ring from the so-called “battle fatigue”, which we will now

known fact that in hypnosis we access dissociated implicitly

refer to as dissociation and complex trauma. In doing so he

stored (unconscious) material much quicker than without

discovered that in hypnosis he encountered dissociated ego

hypnosis. Secondly, hypnosis enables us to access resource-

states, the same entities Federn referred to as ego states.

ful, trauma and symptom associated life experiences in a mo-

With his wife, Helen Watkins, they formulated the theory and

re profound way reaching those experiences which are not

treatment protocols for what became known as Ego State

readily available to conscious awareness. Those working

Therapy. Thus, this approach is soundly based on a theoreti-

within the domain of ego state therapy will know that it is qui-

cal epistemology which diﬀerentiates itself from many other

te easy to reach our everyday ego states which are in flow

parts approaches with no theoretical and/or little scientific

and help us to self-regulate. However, those ego states that
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are associated with implicit memory are not always available

State Therapy with sexually traumatized children.’ The

on a conscious level and they keep on creating internal frag-

Watkins had a profound influence on my career as I spent

mentation associated with symptoms and destructive beha-

many days with them between 1991 and 1994, and over ma-

viours.

ny years thereafter.

It is therefore important to remember that in hypnosis we

4. Who would you regard as your academic giants?

are in a position to deal with implicit and procedural memory
more readily. This enables us to process trauma and correcti-

Without a doubt, John and Helen Watkins. If it wasn’t for

ve experiences more carefully and slowly. Experiences within

their mentorship, I probably would not have ended up in this

the hypnotic state can be titrated on a physiological, emotio-

field of specialization. The Watkins, Claire Frederick and Mag-

nal and cognitive level all at the same time. Hypnosis also

gie Phillips were not only my role models but also my tea-

equips us as therapists to assist clients to access corrective

chers. They were the ones who invited me to present interna-

and resourceful bodily, emotional and cognitive experiences

tionally for the first time at a hypnosis conference in Vienna,

within an individual in a very creative way. The combination

Austria, in1993. I regard this as the beginning of my interna-

of hypnotic trance combined with other therapeutic approa-

tional career. I then had the privilege to receive my training

ches such as, amongst others, the hypnosystemic approach,

as an Ericksonian therapist at the Ericksonian Foundation in

cognitive behaviour therapy and body therapies, should not

Phoenix, Arizona (USA). I received many years of training un-

be underestimated.

der the marvellous tutelage of Jeﬀrey Zeig and Brent Geary.
The Ericksonian perspective had a profound influence on my

3. What happened that made you take an interest in clini-

conceptualisation of hypnosis and psychotherapy. This is

cal psychology, hypnosis and Ego State Therapy?

when I began combining Ericksonian with ego state methods. This has continued until today. Other giants who have

I come from a family who vehemently opposed the apartheid

crossed my path were Jay Haley who taught me about strate-

regime. My mother was active in the resistance movement in

gic therapy, Don Ebrahim from the United Kingdom, Lenie

South Africa. This surely had an influence on my life and pro-

Grovė from South Africa and Sonia Gomes from Brazil. It

bably also contributed to my ability to persevere. I was then

was Gomes who convinced me of the advantages of a body-

forced into conscription in the South African Defence Force,

oriented approach to psychotherapy and I completed exten-

which was compulsory for all white South African males at

sive training in Somatic Experiencing and the SOMA appro-

that time and I ended up in the South African Prison Servi-

ach under her tutelage.

ces. My duty was to work with political prisoners. This sparked my interest in Clinical Psychology, the psychology of ra-

5. How did your international career in the German-spea-

cism and the psychology of evil. I pursued my studies in clini-

king countries start and evolve?

cal psychology and was then incarcerated for putting up
Free Mandela placards at the university. After my discharge

I met Bernhard Trenkle from Germany during an ISH con-

from the South African Defence Force, I finally qualified as a

gress in San Diego in 1997. He took an interest in my work in

Clinical Psychologist and attended the International Society

Ericksonian and ego state methods and invited me to do my

of Hypnosis Congress in Konstanz, Germany in 1990. This

first workshop on ego state and Ericksonian methods in the

was the beginning of my career in clinical psychology and

treatment of sexually traumatized children in Germany in

hypnosis.

1999. Armed with my basic language course in German from
high school, Bernhard believed that my German was good

During this ISH congress in Konstanz, I attended a workshop

enough to present a German workshop. I was absolutely terri-

by Jack and Helen Watkins, the originators of Ego State The-

fied and stressed out. But I survived! The rest, as they say, is

rapy. I was so impressed by ego state theory and its met-

history. I have been teaching in the German speaking countri-

hods that I decided to write my Ph.D dissertation on the to-

es in German now for almost 15 years.

pic. Prof Jack Watkins was one of my supervisors and I eventually received the Ph.D degree in 1994 on the topic of ‘Ego
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6. You have initiated the idea of Ego State Therapy Inter-

nal cooperation and in 2012 a group of international ego sta-

national (first FEST, then ESTI) and organised many con-

te therapists gathered in Heidelberg, Germany, to form Ego

gresses in your home country South Africa. Can you tell

State Therapy International (ESTI). This organisation now con-

how you came up with that idea? How did it begin and

sists of 15 countries all participating, promoting and dissemi-

develope to what it is now?

Watkins. Since 2013 we have an international ego state certi-

The original idea started when John and Helen Watkins visited South Africa to teach in 1997. Jack, as he used to be called, mentioned that he would be overjoyed if Ego State Therapy could become an internationally respected therapeutic
approach and that his heartfelt wish had always been to disseminate the teachings of his famous predecessors, Paul
Federn, Eduardo Weiss and Ernest Hilgard.
I happened to mention to Bernhard that Watkins had this
wish and asked if it would be possible for him to help me to
organise a conference to honour John and Helen Watkins for
their work as well as their contribution to hypnosis and
psychotherapy worldwide. This led to the first World Congress on Ego State Therapy which was held in Bad Orb, Germany in 2003.

fication programme in 14 countries across the globe. More
than 300 professionals have now been certified internationally as ego state therapists and the numbers are growing rapidly. Recently China, Singapore, Japan and Hong Kong have joined our ranks. We are pleased that so many therapists
in the far east are also keen on learning more about this
method.
Over many years now Bernhard Trenkle and I have organised various international congresses rigorously promoting
Ego State Therapy as a therapeutic modality as well as research in this field. I plan to host the 7th World Congress on
Ego State Therapy in Cape Town, South Africa from 23 to 25
April 2020. The Post-Congress, which will be an ego state
safari, will be held in Namibia from 27 to 29 April 2020. Please come and join us for an amazing experience and learn

Just before the congress started, Helen Watkins sadly passed away. However, John Watkins attended it and we honoured him for his life’s work during the congress. After the congress, I mentioned to Bernhard the possibility of starting an
international association of Ego

nating the work and teachings of John and Helen

more about this unique approach.
7. How do you see the future of Ego State Therapy in Europe? Worldwide?

State Therapy due to the

fact that this method almost immediately proved to be very

What would make me happy would be to get enough profes-

popular in Germany. During 2004 and subsequent years, Ego

sionals trained world-wide in hypnosis and Ego State The-

State Therapy workshops in Germany were filled up and in

rapy as I firmly believe in its merits as a strategic and

one small town called Rottweil in Southern Germany there

psychotherapeutic intervention strategy. I am still dedicated

were 80 participants. This was unprecedented.

to pursuing that goal. My greatest contribution would probably be to convince colleagues and younger professionals to

Soon thereafter, I organised the Second World Congress on

take the training and to discover their own therapeutic sel-

Ego State Therapy in South Africa and it was during this con-

ves. This would enable them to serve those that are in most

gress that Watkins, Bernhard Trenkle, Maggie Phillips and

need of our help.

myself had a discussion regarding the future of Ego State
Therapy and the road ahead. Maggie Phillips and I intensily

Please visit the website of Ego State International

debated the idea of forming an Ego State Therapy society

at egostateinternational.com or contact our secretary, Mrs.

and eventually rather decided on establishing an ego state

Hanlé Marais at hanle@meisa.co.za for more information on

therapy association. It was the two of us who jointly came up

our certification programmes worldwide. Visit also

with the idea of a Foundation for Ego State Therapy

www.egostatetherapie.ch

(FEST). Our vision was a loose association of individuals and
countries interested in oﬀering training in their respective

Thank you, Wollie

countries and an internationally standardised curriculum for
Ego State Therapy. The foundation was layed for internatio-
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Eulogies
In Memory of Assen Alladin
sen Alladin! It was what happened to me in Bremen, 2012.
In our very first visit, I informed him that I was
thinking of translating his book; he strongly supported the idea, encouraged me and left a kind
note on his book for the future translation. After
our first visit, I was fortunate enough to be constantly in touch with him and learn a lot from
him.
I think nobody expected the progression of his
disease to be so fast! The news distributed by
his daughter, Farrah Alladin, was short and shocking: “Dr. Alladin passed away this afternoon in
the company of his wife and family.”
The first image that came to my mind after this
astonishing news was his kind look. I believe those who knew Assen will never forget his friendly
smile, as a particularly prominent characteristic
of him.

by Enayat Shadidi
Imagine you are a hypnotherapist; you are an
MD specialized in CBT; have recently read Dr. Alladin’s “Cognitive Hypnotherapy”; and while you
are considering translating the book, you visit As-

I realize I was just one of the many people who
have been touched by his personality, kindness,
and wisdom. His precise perspective towards
human cognition and emotions and his expertise
in modifying them by well-designed hypnotic
techniques equipped him with the right capabiliti-
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es to integrate CBT and hypnosis
ningful and useful way.

in a mea-

Last year when I started translating his book, I
informed Assen and he said that he would write
a special introduction for the Persian translation.
We had also agreed upon inviting him to Iran
both to deliver a cognitive hypnotherapy workshop and to introduce the translation. The book
is now ready to publish and the Iranian colleagues will soon benefit from his outstanding
works in cognitive hypnotherapy but unfortunately, they will miss the author’s physical presence and his special introduction!
I believe he was a superb mentor and was always kind enough to reply to correspondence
and cooperate scientifically.
Two years ago, one of my ex-students of hypnotherapy and a PhD student of psychology, Ms.
Maryam Heidaryan, asked me to help her create
a protocol for cognitive hypnotherapy on smoking, and to be her dissertation advisor. I accepted, prepared a preliminary protocol, and wrote
to Assen to request his help. He immediately
answered and asked me to send him our protocol.
He patiently studied it, made some little, though
important, changes, and helped us to improve
the protocol.
Thanks to Assen’s invaluable guides, Maryam
has now presented her thesis and noted a special thanks to Prof. Assen Alladin in the dissertation booklet as well. We will never forget the outstanding positive influences he had on the happi-

ness and health of people, directly and indirectly
all around the world.
Rest In Peace

By Paola Brugnoli
We are so sad to hear of Dr. Assen Alladin passing. He passed away on Friday, November 24,
2017 at the age of 69 years. He will be greatly
missed in the scientific field of hypnotherapy.
He was Adjunct Associate Professor in the Department of Psychiatry, University of Calgary Medical School, Calgary, Canada. Assen was a wonderful teacher, mentor and colleague who touched the lives of many. He grew up on the
Island of Mauritius and was educated in England, where he trained as a Psychiatric Nurse
and a Social Worker before going into Psychology and Clinical Psychology.
He worked as a Clinical Psychologist in England
for 10 years before moving to Canada in 1990.
In Canada he worked at the Waterford Hospital,
St. John’s, Newfoundland, before moving to Calgary in 1993. For 2 years he worked as a Psychologist with the Calgary Police Service and from
1995 to 2013 he had been at Foothills Medical
Centre. Later he was in full-time private practice
in Calgary, Alberta.
In addition to working for public hospitals and in
private practice, he had been a Professor, a
scholar, and an editorial consultant to several
scientific journals. He provided training in Clinical Hypnosis and Cognitive Hypnotherapy locally, nationally and internationally on: Cognitive Be37

havior Therapy (CBT), Clinical Hypnosis and Dissociative Disorders. Dr Alladin can rightly be called one of the “leading lights” of modern hypnotherapy.
He published four
books on evidence-based hypnotherapy. His
book Cognitive Hypnotherapy for Emotional
Disorders: An Evidence-Based Approach is
a modern classic and
is not only on the shelf
of many practicing
hypnotherapists but is
regularly referenced
when therapists want
solid guidance on working with emotional disorders. In addition to
his books on hypnotherapy, Dr Alladin published over 20 articles in
peer reviewed academic journals and contributed chapters to ten
major textbooks on
hypnosis. In particular
Dr Alladin published extensively on Cognitive
Hypnotherapy for Depression and Anxiety.
He had Honours as: Fellow of the Royal Society
of Medicine; Fellow of the Canadian Federation
of Clinical Hypnosis – Alberta Society; Associate
Fellow of the British Psychological Society; Best
Research Paper, American Psychological Association.

His professional aﬃliations were: American
Psychological Association, Canadian Psychological Association, College of Alberta Psychologists, American Society of Clinical Hypnosis,
American Society of Clinical and Experimental
Hypnosis, International
Society of Clinical
Hypnosis, Canadian Federation of Clinical
Hypnosis, Canadian Federation of Clinical
Hypnosis – Alberta Society. He was Past President (two terms) of
the Canadian Federation of Clinical Hypnosis – Alberta Society
and in 2016, he was
the President of the
American Society of Clinical Hypnosis.
I met him for the last
time in October 2017,
at the Annual Conference of the Society for Clinical and Experimental
Hypnosis in Chicago
and we had a talk
about the importance
of introducing cognitive hypnotherapy to relieve
suﬀering in palliative care. He was writing his
last scientific paper: “Cognitive hypnotherapy for
psychological management of depression in palliative care”.
Three weeks later, I received his last email,
asking me to write the minor review for his latest
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article, because he was hospitalized as patient,
in palliative care.
When I sent my review back to him, I did not get
any answer, until his American colleagues and
friends, told me he had passed away.
His last scientific paper is now published, full
text is on PubMed, for the special issue of ‘Clinical Hypnosis in Palliative Care’ in the scientific
journal Annals of Palliative Medicine: Alladin A.
Cognitive hypnotherapy for psychological management of depression in palliative care. Ann Palliat Med. 2017 Nov 27. pii: apm.2017.08.15. doi:
10.21037/apm.2017.08.15.
We will miss you very much dear Assen, as a researcher, a scientist and a good friend. We will
always remember Dr. Assen Alladin and how
down to earth this giant of a thinker was. He collaborated with colleagues all over the world to
create a new bridge between cognitive psychotherapy and clinical hypnosis.
Assen, your important work and your gentleness, kindness and compassion will not be forgotten.

By Costantino Casilli

with cognitive behavioral therapy in order to increase the eﬀectiveness in the treatment of
anxiety disorders. I had invited the “researcher"
Alladin because I knew his innovative contribution to hypnotherapy of depressive disorders
(the topic on which in 2005 he had won the
"best research paper" of APA - Division 30), the
“psychotherapist” Alladin for his impulse towards evidence based hypnotherapy, (he edited
a special number of the IJCEH on this topic),
and also the “teacher” Alladin for his interest in
building a solid theoretical basis for hypnotherapy.
I had also invited the “author of many books" to
learn more about his latest work entitled "Integrative CBT for Anxiety Disorders" published by Wiley.
Assen Alladin, in this sense, leaves a remarkable
legacy of things done and of suspended projects, to all those who deal with hypnosis and
hypnotherapy.
He had promised me that he would come back
to teach in Florence in 2018 and he had also
agreed to be part of the teaching staﬀ of the
School. I would have met Assen again very willingly: beyond the professional, he showed himself
to be a very kind polite person who was also generous and respectful.

Dr. Assen Alladin, clinical psychologist and
hypnotherapist, Immediate Past President of the
American Society of Clinical Hypnosis, died November 24, 2017.
A few weeks earlier he had come to Italy, at the
Cognitive Hypnotherapy School in Florence, to
do a workshop on how to integrate hypnosis
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Going to the Future:
Building Bridges and Travelling Cross Roads
by Mike Schekter

Hypnosis bridges mind and body while re-

pens during therapy? What new options

cognizing their connections and their

will develop from these discoveries?

crossroads. The individual, in the center of
medical hypnosis, is accompanied by a
specialized therapist dedicated to helping

Basel Switzerland, an old yet modern University city is a well-adapted venue to sha-

the patient change from hurting to healthy.

re this wealth of knowledge in hypnosis.

Research through neuro-science is making

We are assured that you will feel at home

important strides to uncover the relationships between brain and body while
answering these questions: “What hap-

in Switzerland, which by its central location bridges east and west, as well as
north and south. It connects German,
French, Italian, Romansh languages and
ways. The Swiss constitution and its go40

vernment place the good of the individual

when exploring the applications and inte-

at the center of its system bridging diﬀeren-

gration of hypnosis in the medical world of

ces and sameness.

tomorrow. Furthermore, the modern and

During your participation, hypnotherapists
will share with you in workshops and by
presentations in English, French or German language. The capturing of their methods and ways, we hope, will facilitate
your own creativity. Whether by the acquisi-

well-equipped Congress Center in Basel is
located in the heart of the city. The architectural design provides zones for catering, for moments of relaxation and spaces
to meet and to share with other participants. Adequate parking facilities are near
by.

tion of new approaches or the consolida-

The well-developed public transportation

tion of your methods, your patients will

to and from greater Basel, which includes

most certainly benefit from your participa-

neighboring Germany and France, provi-

tion. But, also you as a therapist should

des excellent mobility towards the nume-

make a positive jump in your own profes-

rous surrounding hotels with prices ame-

sional enthusiasm and satisfaction.

nable to all budgets.

Likewise the updates from researchers
should keep you abreast of the latest discoveries. The more inventive among us will

Save the dates: ESH Congress in Basel

be invited to stimulate your imagination

26 to 29 August 2020.
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27
Calendar of Events and
Trainig Courses
RSM:
HYPNOSIS TO ENHANCE SPORTS
PERFORMANCE
12th March 2018
Date: 12 March 2018
Venue: Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole
Street, London, W1G 0AE
Further details to follow

MEG:
HYPNOTHERAPIE: GRENZEN
ÜBERWINDEN – DAS MÖGLICHE
(ER)FINDEN
15th March 2018
Dates: 15-18 March 2018
Venue: Bad Kissingen
Invited Speakers: To be announced
Language: German with some Workshops in English
Fees:
Bis 15.12.2017: 390€ (MEG-Mitglieder 340€)
Ab 16.12.2017: 450€ (MEG-Mitglieder 400€)
Registration Website: www.meg-tagung.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org
Tel: +49-30-36 28 40 40

RSM:
HYPNOSIS IN PRACTICE AND
THEORY – TOWARDS A SYNTHESIS
OF ACADEMIC AND CLINICAL PROTOCOLS
7th July 2018
Date: 7 & 8 July 2018
Venue: Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole
Street, London, W1G 0AE
Invited Speakers:

Dr Stefanie Schramm, Hypnotherapist and Psychologist (Germany) and
Dr Asa Fe Kockum, Director AFKStockholmAB,
Psycjotherapist (Sweden)
Registration website:
http://www.rsm.ac.uk/events/hyk04
For further information please email:
hypnosis@rsm.ac.uk
Additional information to follow.

ISH:
21ST INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS:
HYPNOSIS AND SYNERGY
23rd August 2018
Dates: 23 to 25 August 2018
Location: Montreal, Canada.
Hypnosis 2018 is accepting proposals in the following categories:
■ Medical and Clinical Hypnosis
■ Intervention Models
■ Application
■ Demonstration
■ Case Study
■ Basic Research
■ Clinical Research
■ Training and Education
■ Others
Proposals can be submitted for diﬀerent types of
workshops (90 min) and lectures (15-25 min).
Proposal submission closes on October 15,
2017. This is your opportunity to get your voice into
the programme!
Did you know that:
- you will benefit from a $100 rebate on your registration fees if your abstract gets accepted (applies to
member and non-member rates only)?
- the registration fees are aﬀordable considering they
are in Canadian dollars which represents a 40% savings to the Euro and 20% to the US dollar?
- the registration fees include daily coﬀee breaks,
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lunches and the Welcome Reception?

Registration website:
http://www.hypnosis2018.com
For enquiries please email:
info@hypnosis2018.com

360 Euro – from 19 June 2018
Registration website:
https://www.stefanhammel.com/festival
In conjunction with Institut fur Hypno-Systemische
Beratung (HSB)

HYPNOSE-KONGRESS BERLIN

DGH:
HYPNOSIS – IMPULSES IN TRANCE

6th September 2018
Dates: 6 – 9 September 2018
Times: 09:00 – 19:30
Venue: Steigenberger Hotel, Berlin
Invited Speakers: Yossi Adir, Wilhelm Gobling, Sonia Gomez, Mike Gow, Claudia Wilhelm-Goßling
Language: German
Translations: English Workshops will be translated
Fees: 400 Euro ESH Members / 500 Euro Non-Members
Registration Website:
www.hypnose-kongress-berlin.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org
(Congress Organisation)
Tel: 030 36284040 (Congress Organisation)

RSM:
FUNCTIONAL NEUROLOGICAL
DISORDERS: EVIDENCE-BASED
TREATMENT APPROACHES AND
THE ROLE OF HYPNOSIS AND
SUGGESTION

15th November 2018
Dates: 15-18 November 2018
Venue: Best Western Premier Park Hotel, Bad
Lippspringe
Invited Speakers: Prof Bongartz, Prof Revensdorf,
Dr Mende and many other national and international
lecturers.
Language: German (some Workshops in English)
Translations: None
Fees: ESH Constituent Society Members = 320 –
370 Euro Non-Members = 410 – 460 Euros
Registration website: www.hypnose-dgh.de
Email: info@dgh-hypnose.de
dgh-geschaeftsstelle@t-online.de
Tel: +49-25 41 – 88 07 60

17th September 2018
Date: 17 September 2018
Venue: Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole
Street, London, W1G 0AE
Further details to follow

IMHE LUXEMBOURG:
2ND INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
THERAPEUTIC STORYTELLING

Photo by F.C.

5th October 2018
Dates: 5 – 7 October 2018
Venue: Otterberg, Germany.
Invited Speakers: Reinhold Bartl, Ben Furman, Stefan Hammel, Lawrence Sugarman and others
Languages: Deutsch, English, Franzosisch
Fees:
300 Euro – until 17 December 2017
320 Euro – until 18 June 2018
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